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QUESTION 1

Which two scenarios are invalid for Instant Recovery of a VMware virtual machine? (Choose two.) 

A. The virtual machine is a Windows server. 

B. The virtual machine backup is targeted to deduplication disk storage. 

C. The Backup Exec server has NFS role installed. 

D. An agent-based backup is used to protect the virtual machine. 

E. A GRT-enabled virtual backup is used to protect the virtual machine. 

Correct Answer: CE 

Reference: https://www.veritas.com/content/support/en_US/doc/59226269-137906722-0/v120578008-137906722 

 

QUESTION 2

When does Backup Exec Data Lifecycle Management (DLM) delete all the backup sets on which the backup set expiry
date is reached? 

A. when the backup sets contain multiple unexpired incremental backup sets, but the full backup has expired 

B. when the backup sets contain expired backup sets created by different backup definitions 

C. when the Allow Backup Exec to delete all expired backup sets option is checked 

D. when the overwrite protection level is set to None 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

What is the maximum number of full Simplified Disaster Recovery (SDR) backup set chains supported when performing
a system recovery? 

A. 2 

B. 3 

C. 4 D. 5 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

The security team that monitors and audits a network has captured unexpected but regular network traffic being sent
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from the Backup Exec server to systems that are deliberately restricted from being involved with Backup Exec. The
team has notified the backup administrator of the findings. 

Which Backup Exec setting should the administrator change to stop the unexpected network traffic to restricted
systems? 

A. Allow Backup Exec to report anonymous usage information 

B. Discover servers that have data that has not been backed up 

C. Enable TCP dynamic port range 

D. Check for updates automatically according to a schedule 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

An administrator wants to perform a virtual-based backup of a VMware virtual machine. 

In which scenario is the administrator unable to use Instant GRT (Granular Recovery Technology)? 

A. when the virtual machine is backed up on deduplication disk storage 

B. when the virtual machine is backed up on tape storage 

C. when the virtual machine has Microsoft Exchange server application installed 

D. when the virtual machine has multiple volumes configured 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://www.veritas.com/content/support/en_US/doc/59226269-99535599-0/v53949877-99535599 

 

QUESTION 6

Which action can an administrator perform during the Backup Exec database maintenance? 

A. apply patches to the database 

B. take the database offline 

C. delete expired data from the database 

D. put the database into single user mode 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://www.veritas.com/content/support/en_US/doc/59226269-99535599-0/v53890319-99535599 

 

QUESTION 7
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Which backup method is invalid when performing a SharePoint farm backup using a SharePoint agent? 

A. full copy - back up databases (copy) 

B. full (block-level) 

C. differential (block-level) 

D. incremental (block-level) 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 8

Where should an administrator set the option to make all new jobs automatically choose a particular disk storage as the
target device? 

A. change the storage options in Backup Exec Settings 

B. change the storage options in each new job 

C. change the storage options in Job Defaults 

D. change the storage options in the properties of the storage 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 9

What are two results of moving a server to the Retired Servers group? (Choose two.) 

A. The server is removed from the All Servers group. 

B. Scheduled backups for the server will be discontinued. 

C. The server is ineligible for restore operations. 

D. The server is ineligible for new backup operations. 

E. Information about the server is removed from Backup Exec. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 10

Which two backup settings can be modified for a duplicate stage added to a backup job? (Choose two.) 

A. Schedule 

B. Security 
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C. Notification 

D. Network 

E. Test run 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 11

What is a capability of the Backup Exec Agent for VMware and Hyper-V? 

A. It integrates directly with the Simplified Disaster Recovery (SDR) process to provide complete recovery. 

B. It enables image-level protection of virtual machines with physical Raw Device Mapping volumes. 

C. It shuts down and restarts virtual machines to consistently backup the content. 

D. It supports agentless virtual machine backup and complete recovery of guest virtual machines. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 12

Which type of server should an administrator choose in Add a Server wizard under the Backup and Restore tab to add a
SQL server? 

A. Microsoft Windows computers and servers 

B. File server or NDMP data server 

C. Microsoft SharePoint server farm 

D. Microsoft SQL server 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://www.google.com/url?sa=tandrct=jandq=andesrc=sandsource=webandcd=4andved=2ahUKEwilo7PJ
9PrlAhXKxoUKHXQPBAsQFjADegQIAhACandurl=ftp%3A%2F%2Fuwis-
ftp.ethz.ch%2FISG%2FDVD%2FBE%2FWinNT%2FInstall%
2FDOCS%2Fbeadmin_en.pdfandusg=AOvVaw1m4U77EXeYekWazJkfpGz0 

 

QUESTION 13

An administrator\\'s robotic library has gone offline the last three times the same piece of media has been used. Where
can the administrator look to determine whether the tape has any soft or hard errors? 

A. on the properties of the media set 

B. on the properties of the tape drive 
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C. on the properties of the job history 

D. on the properties of the media 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 14

What are two requirements for configuring Optimized Duplication between two or more Backup Exec servers? (Choose
two.) 

A. The Central Admin Server (CAS) and Managed Backup Exec Server (MBES) must be configured. 

B. The NDMP option must be installed. 

C. The OS must be similar on the Backup Exec servers where the Deduplication Folder needs to be shared. 

D. The same Deduplication account must be used on all the Backup Exec servers. 

E. The Deduplication storage on each Backup Exec server must be shared. 

Correct Answer: AE 

 

QUESTION 15

The Tag as Business-Critical option allows users to select resources that are most important to business continuity. 

Which two resources can be tagged as business-critical? (Choose two.) 

A. Exchange databases 

B. partial selections 

C. SQL instances 

D. Enterprise Vault resources 

E. resources from an older version of Backup Exec 

Correct Answer: AC 

Reference: https://www.veritas.com/content/support/en_US/doc/59226269-99535599-0/v53892093-99535599 
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